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Abstract—This letter presents a new receiver for -ary trans-
mission, where all receiver blocks are embedded in an iterative
structure. Packet data transmission in global systems for mobile
communications (GSM) and enhanced data rates for global evolu-
tion (EDGE) are considered as examples. A low-complexity soft-in-
soft-out detector for EDGE is introduced and its modification suit-
able for iterative detection is derived. Application of iterative de-
tection and channel estimation techniques in GSM/EDGE shows
a significant performance enhancement. Additional improvement
may be obtained if the iterative processing is applied to packet re-
transmission schemes.

Index Terms—Adaptive estimation, decision feedback equal-
izers, iterative detection, time-division multiple-access (TDMA)
communications.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HIS LETTER presents a generic time-division mul-
tiple-access (TDMA) receiver for -ary signaling that

performs iterative equalization [1] and estimation in a dis-
joint iterative fashion. Although this receiver design can be
used for any TDMA system, it is particularly interesting
for eight-phase-shift keying (PSK) modulation adopted in
enhanced data rates for global evolution (EDGE). Recently,
iterative (turbo) detection has gained a lot of interest with
different approaches suggested. For example, the turbo detec-
tion (TD) with maximuma posteriori (MAP)-based detectors
for EDGE is considered in [2]. However, the complexity of
such detectors is prohibitively high for EDGE, entailing the
need of suboptimal detectors. The delayed decision-feedback
sequence estimator (DDFSE) with prefiltering is shown to give
a reasonable tradeoff between performance and complexity
[3], [4]. Since TD requires soft probabilistic information, the
originally hard-output DDFSE has to be modified. In this
letter, we first derive a low-complexity DDFSE-based detector
with soft outputs suitable for iterative detection. To improve
performance further, we introduce another iterative procedure
closely connected to the turbo detector to perform channel
estimation. Application of the TD for retransmission schemes
brings additional gain.
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The letter is organized as follows. Section II introduces no-
tations and outlines the optimal and conventional receivers. A
low-complexity soft-in-soft-out (SISO) detector suitable for TD
and its extension to retransmission schemes are derived in Sec-
tion III. A simple iterative channel estimation combined with
the turbo detector is also proposed in the same section. Finally,
simulation results for EDGE under different realistic scenarios
are presented and discussed in Section IV.

II. CONVENTIONAL RECEIVER

Let us consider a digital communication system where input
data are encoded by a channel encoderre-
sulting in a coded sequence . Coded bits are
interleaved by an interleaver, punctured to match data rates
to a transmitted format, and then grouped into-ary symbols

forming transmission bursts. Every burstconsists
of symbols, including a known symbol training sequencefor
channel estimation. A modulatormaps each burst into a com-
plex-valued vector . At the output of the base-
band-equivalent discrete-time channel ,
received samples are expressed as ,
where is circularly complex Gaussian noise of variance
and considered independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) in the
following.

According to the maximum-likelihood (ML) criterion applied
to minimize block-error rate (BLER) for data block, the op-
timal receiver aims at identifying

given the received samples . Finding this op-
timal solution is prohibitively complex, consequently, a conven-
tional receiver rather splits the problem into three separated ML
tasks: 1) ML channel estimation: ; 2)

ML coded data detection: ; and 3) ML

channel decoding: .

III. I TERATIVE RECEIVER

A. Low-Complexity Turbo Detector

The suboptimality due to separation of data detection and
channel decoding can be partly recovered by the TD [1]. Sim-
ilar to DDFSE [3], we describe here a decision-feedback SISO
(DF-SISO) detector operating on a reduced complexity trellis,
where only most recent symbols form the trellis state space

, and the earlier symbols are used through the em-
bedded DF structure. Let denote the branch (or transition)
space. Any trellis branch with , ,
carries a label which, at time , represents an input symbol
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of iterative receiver.

formed by bits . Each trellis path is
a set of transitions starting from stateat and termi-
nating at state at . An optimal bitwise detector would
compute for and the log a poste-
rior probability ratio (LAPR) on a symbol bit , defined as

. The
“max-log” approximation on soft decision outputs rather con-
siders

(1)

where is the trellis path metric associated with
symbol sequence. To reduce the detector complexity, we can
use only the forward recursion to form soft decisions. Intro-
ducing a decision delay, terms (1) for are then calcu-
lated as [5]

where is the DDFSE branch metric

(2)

is the accumulated metric of the best subpath starting
from state and terminating in at and denotes
the estimated symbol bit from the survivor path attached
to at . can be recursively computed using the
forward recursion similar to [6]

(3)

where is a set of all branches terminating in state
, ; boundary conditions are ,

and , . Note that the
soft-output processing retained here differs from a complete for-
ward–backward strategy developed in [7]. The expression (2)
involves the sequence forming state and
the sequence obtained by reading off
the survivor path terminating in at . Since only the first

channel taps form the trellis structure, it is beneficial for DF
detectors to have the minimum phase channel impulse response
(CIR) [3]. To meet this requirement, the usual practice is to put
a prefilter before the detector that provides the minimum-phase
CIR for the forward recursion.

A functional diagram of the reduced-complexity turbo
detector is outlined in Fig. 1. The branch metric in (2) and (3)
in the presence of independentprior probabilistic information
on the transmitted symbol from the decoder is modified as

. Assuming perfect decorrelation between symbol
bits after interleaving , we have

(4)

where all are calculated from interleaved extrinsic
probability ratios delivered by the decoder. At the output of the
SISO detector, the bitwise soft output is usually
split into two parts

where
is the log prior probability ratio on symbol bit pro-

vided by the SISO decoder; and is the log extrinsic
probability ratio (LEPR) that, in the case of the DF-SISO de-
tector with forward-only recursion, may be expressed as

with

(5)

Note that the effect of prior probabilistic information in TD
is twofold. First, it is accumulated during forward recursion
as shown in (2)–(4). Second, it is explicitly present in (5).
For binary modulation (e.g., Gaussian minimum-shift keying
(GMSK), ), the second term in (5) is null. Hence, TD
is expected to provide more gain for schemes with high-level
modulation. Simulation results presented below confirm this
conjecture. Additional improvement may be obtained if the
TD is embedded into retransmission schemes, e.g., in the
incremental redundancy (IR) scheme specified for EDGE [8].
Let be a sequence of extrinsic LEPRs on a coded
block at the output of the equalizer, is a number of
turbo equalization/estimation iterations performed for theth
retransmitted block. The proposed algorithm is the following.
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while QoS not satisfied

Request (re-)transmission
for

Perform channel (re-)estimation
Perform SISO detection
Update LEPR for decoder (bitwise sum)

Perform SISO decoding
end for
Store
Test QoS

end while

B. Iterative Channel Estimation

In many cases, the accuracy of the channel estimation, which
is based on a relatively short training sequence, may be rather
low. It may result in a significant performance degradation that
will never be compensated by the turbo detector. This fact moti-
vated us to use a decision-directed adaptive channel estimation
during the iteration process, similar to [9], but with the differ-
ence of feeding backdecodedsymbols to the channel estimator
(Fig. 1). Hence, the receiver relies on the hard decoded symbols

and the known training sequenceto form a new channel esti-
mate. If all available data are perfectly known at the receiver,
then the ML channel estimate under an additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN) channel assumption is
where the Toeplitz matrix is formed by all data [7], [10].
The channel re-estimation requires the matrix inverse for every
transmitted block. It may be avoided by applying a simple least
mean square (LMS) adaptive algorithm to update the estimate
(see, for example, [11])

(6)

where is a vector of channel coefficients estimated at the
th iteration, is an estimated data matrix at theth iteration,

and is a step size of the LMS algorithm.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Performance of iterative receiver structures is evaluated
for general packet radio system (GPRS) and enhanced GPRS
(EGPRS) for different modulation-coding schemes (MCS).
The receiver is made of a five-tap estimator (with the LMS
adaptation rule (6) in the re-estimation round), the DF-SISO
detector with and a max-log-MAP decoder. BLER
performance is shown in Figs. 2 and 3 for the conventional
receiver (solid lines), separately after iterative channel estimate
update (dashed lines), and after the TD (lines with labels).
Performance gains obtained from iterative data processing
for typical urban (TU) channels and 3 km/h mobile speed
[8] are summarized in Tables I and II. As expected, the TD
gain is getting lower at higher coding rates, but still remains
noticeable (Table I). Even in case of MCS9, there is a 0.7-dB
gain, mainly due to the presence of a coded packet header
in each transmitted block. Table II summarizes improvement

Fig. 2. Performance of GPRS iterative receiver (GMSK modulation) versus
E =N (E is energy per bit;N is AWGN spectral density).

Fig. 3. Performance of EGPRS iterative receiver (8-PSK modulation) versus
E =N .

TABLE I
EGPRS: TD GAIN IN DECIBELS FORMCS5-MCS9AT BLER = 10

TABLE II
EGPRS: PERFORMANCEIMPROVEMENT IN DECIBELS DUE TO TD AND

TE AT BLER = 10

obtained from turbo estimation (TE) and TD after two and four
iterations, respectively. In the case of combined TD-TE, the
results are shown for one round for each operation. In GPRS,
the gain achieved by TE is around 1 dB at BLER , and
the TD is able to provide only 0.2-dB extra gain on top of that.
The iterative estimation alone shows the same improvement
in EGPRS. However, now the TD provides 2–3-dB gain, and
that justifies the increase of decoder complexity to provide soft
decisions.
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Fig. 4. Performance of TD combined with incremental redundancy versus
carrier/interference ratio.

Simulation results for IR retransmission in EGPRS are shown
in Fig. 4 for first, second, and third retransmissions with number
of iterations ,

, , ,
and finally . As one can see, the
proposed scheme provides 1.8-dB gain at BLER if we
compare retransmissions without
and with TD-TE.

V. CONCLUSION

In this letter, a new approach for reception has been pre-
sented, where estimation, detection, channel decoding, and re-
transmission are performed in a disjoint iterative fashion. A

low-complexity suboptimal detector and its modification suit-
able for TD are derived. It is shown that the TD brings more gain
for high-order modulation schemes (EDGE), while less com-
plex TE is more attractive for GSM. The suggested approach
(TD-TE) provides up to 3.2-dB improvement in GSM/EDGE
systems.
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